Neither Better, Both Me
By Jess Gonzales

As a child I never saw myself as biracial. That word didn’t exist in my vocabulary yet. It’s
strange to think that a word that once meant nothing, now caries so much weight and is
often used to describe who I am.
As a child I knew I called my Dad’s parents Lola and Lolo, and my Mom’s Grandpa and Nana.
I knew there was a difference but that difference, to me, was just their names. Just like how I
had two friends with different names: one named Spencer and one named Paige.
The story of understanding my identity follows
my educational journey. I never saw myself as
different, or as biracial. I never questioned the
fact that I didn’t look like my Mom. Not until I
was in grade 6. Unfortunately, my first memory
of a racist microaggression was in school. I
had switched from the French immersion
program to English and was now in a new side
of the school with all new students. All at once
I became the new and different student.
My new class was “diverse”, but I was still the only Asian and that was when the name calling
began. I can remember lining up after recess and one boy making fun of my eyes and calling
me Japanese. I was not Japanese, and I didn’t understand why he kept insisting I was. I was
new and different. And this was a new beginning, a new kind of interaction- of strangers,
friends, classmates, and teachers, assuming my identity, and assuming what part of me was
more important to focus on.
Being new and different, I just wanted to fit in. I actively tried to be less Asian, whatever that
meant. No matter how hard I tried to be White there were painful reminders throughout
school that I was “different”. When we had class multicultural potlucks I would be torn.
Teachers would ask if I was going to bring something Asian when all I wanted to bring was
one of my Nana’s recipes. I felt obligated to not disappoint my teachers and at home would
ask if we could make spring rolls, which then lead to disappointing my Hungarian Mom and
Nana leaving them wondering why I never wanted to bring anything Hungarian. I couldn’t
win. I had two halves of my identity fighting for attention, and me fighting to hide the parts
of who I was out of fear of embarrassment. I wanted to be me, I didn’t want to feel torn
because of this identity. An identity that up until a few years ago I didn’t even know was
mine, let alone was conflict with itself. Biracial was still an unknown word but I now
understood the concept and the conflict that came with it.

Being biracial I acknowledge I have the privilege of being more white passing. My skin’s
ambiguity, however, was read as an invitation for others to interpret my identity. Since that
first interaction in the sixth grade, my identity has been guessed or assumed, my last name
misspelt and mispronounced. I’ve had comments about being Spanish, Mexican, Indigenous,
Japanese, Chinese, or “Oriental” in general. I spent my entire time at school desperately
trying to be White.
Jumping ahead, I had almost made it through my public-school years thinking I succeeded in
hiding my Filipino identity. There were always microaggressions, but I thought by not
embracing my Dad’s culture and avoiding anything that would draw attention, I had managed
to pass as White… for the most part. Until grade 12. A teacher I looked up to- my first teacher
or colour, asked if I would help organize events for Asian History Month. I couldn’t say yes. I
spent so long trying to seem only White that I was embarrassed to participate in anything that
would disrupt this illusion. My heart broke. I never drew attention to the fact that I was Asian,
but this teacher somehow knew. I had been trying to convince myself I was something I
wasn’t, when it was clear to everyone around me that I was different, I wasn’t just White, and I
wasn’t just Asian. This was another new. A new level of embarrassment, one I still struggle
with today. I was not only embarrassed of being Asian but had this strange feeling of being
ashamed of the fact I was embarrassed of being Asian. I wasn’t Asian, and I wasn’t White, and
it took years for me to understand where I belonged.
The next stage of my education
was my Bachelor of Fine Arts,
where I specialized in painting.
During my undergrad, my best
friend was hit by a car the night he
was supposed to come home for
Christmas. My holidays were
spent waiting and wishing for him
to wake up from his coma. He
passed a way in the new year.
That year I also watched my Lola
have an aneurism on her birthday.
She passed away early the
following morning.
Chris and me the summer before he passed away

Everything about me became about living with grief and depression. My artistic practice
became my therapy and focused on the concept of celebrating milestones after a loss. How
Christmas now had a layer of loss, and how my Lola’s birthday was also a reminder of her
passing. Although grief consumed who I was, I remember professors and friends telling me
to make art about my identity, and to me it was. However, they meant about being biracial. I
didn't understand it. I felt everyday I was dealing with depression and grief and at the time
that was my identity, that was all I was. But regardless, it felt like all everyone else saw was
not Asian and not White.

I started going through old photos as reference for my painting. I came across photos from
my Lola’s wedding day and my Nana’s wedding day. Both photos, taken on two opposite
sides of the word, two very different couples, two different times, and yet had striking
similarities. Both photos taken in cars as they left the church, both showing a happy couple,
and now each couple split in half having lost their spouse too soon.
Skipping ahead to the present day, completing my Bachelors of Education. Although this
part of my journey in education is wrapping up, I am still learning to not only embrace but
advocate for my identity and for BIPOC voices. There is no end to that part of my story, this
is something I will continue to be more comfortable with, continue to learn and unlearn, to
speak up and to call in. In A Mind Spread Out On the Ground there’s a quote that resonates
with me, being biracial “wasn’t a curse meant to tear me in two; it was a call to uphold the
different responsibilities that came with each part of me.” It’s my responsibility to share my
two cultures, their stories, and to create a space in schools where identity is embraced
instead of hidden so that future students know no matter what they can be proud of who
they are.
I wish it hadn’t taken me over 20 years be proud
of who I am, to love who I am, and I never want
that to be the case for my students. I wish the
first time I heard about Asian Heritage month
wasn’t in grade 12. Maybe then I wouldn’t have
been embarrassed. I wish I had said yes to
helping. Wishing won’t change my past but what
I can do is try to make the journey through
school a more accepting place and a place
where students can be proud.

My Grade 12 teacher and me

For my grad show piece I chose the title My Better
Half as a play on words, how couples call each
other their better half and a play on the
symmetry throughout the painting.

It wasn’t clear if “the better half” was referencing the
right to left, or top and bottom. Looking back on the
painting, whether I realized it then or not, it is about
my identity. What I hadn’t realized then but know
now, is that it is my identity, and its not for the
strangers, friends, classmates, or teachers to decide.
It’s mine and mine to be proud of and to advocate
for. My Better Half was about what I over came but
also shows the connection between my Dad’s side
and my Mom’s; my Filipino side and my Hungarian
side, both part of who I am. Neither one better but
both me.
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My Lolo and Lola on their wedding day

My Grandpa and Nana on their wedding day

